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SYNOPSIS
A troubled teenage girl, STACY COOPER awakens after disturbing dreams, 
involving two girls and her adoring GRANDMA BETTY who lives with her 
family. After receiving a flirty text from MATT; a guy she’s been dating, Stacy 
hurries out the door for her therapy session. Her psychologist, DR. MALEK 
advises her to start writing down her thoughts to release her anxiety. Seeking 
normality, Stacy invites her friends over to her house, EMMA and JESS, who 
convince her to access a spirit board app. Spooky events occur, and the girls 
leave just as Matt arrives at her house; they drunkenly kiss. Whilst Stacy’s 
intoxicated, Matt proceeds to take sleazy photos with his friends, later sending 
Stacy into a downward spiral. Unknowingly, the app starts to consume her.  

Begging her friends to help her, she convinces them to once more play the Shall 
We Play? game, awakening the spirits of sisters who died years ago. Stacy falls 
backwards in a possessed state and violently loses control. She awakens inside 
a psychiatric hospital with no recollection of what happened. Continuing her  
treatment with Dr. Malek, he clearly notices she isn’t fully healed and requests 
a meeting with her parents advising them she’s needed to stay longer for 
further tests. During a visit at the hospital, Emma is pushed to tell her that Jess 
has started to date Matt. Stacy steals Emma’s phone and accesses the app once 
more but this time, she visits Matt and Jess, seeking revenge. Whilst at home, 
Paula is drawn to the app on her sister’s phone. She opens up the app, which 
automatically sends to all of Stacy’s contacts, including Jess. The twin girls 
appear in front of her with Stacy, by their side.



ABOUT THE FILM

“SHALL WE PLAY?” is based on a true story with fictitious circumstances. 
Apps are leading the way globally with teenagers and you can guarantee they’ll 
have the latest app on their phone circulating amongst their friends. The story is 
focused on a young teenage girl, Stacy who has gone through a lot emotionally 
and seeks comfort from her phone. Almost living two lives, she fakes happiness 
with her friends, all the while her consciousness begins eating away at her, 
further spinning into a downward spiral after a guy she has been dating abused 
her for a cheap thrill with his friends. Seeking answers, she discovers a new spirit 
app, Shall We Play? and begins to experiment with it, which results in her being 
dangerously consumed. We focus on the threat’s apps and social media present 
in this current era and show how easy your child can be bullied without you even 
realising. Apps are so easily accessible, that we can’t be sure what our teenagers 
are downloading all the time, especially those most vulnerable.  

“WE FOCUS ON THE
THREAT’S APPS

AND SOCIAL MEDIA
PRESENT IN THIS

CURRENT ERA”



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

“I wanted to create the film Shall We Play? after reading about three teen girls 
who downloaded an app and one of them became possessed. Teens are attached 
to their phones, the apps can be unpredictable and sometimes come from 
unknown sources, that’s what I wanted to tap into. My goal was to explore teens 
fears and excitement when playing spirit boards and to tie in their dependency 
to phones. The main character Stacy is trying to make sense of the loss of her 
grandmother and is unable to move past her pain. Loss and tragedy are part of 
life, and I felt tapping into that loss as well as Stacy’s challenges with the boy 
she likes, Matt and her friend Jess, shows another layer of challenges teens face 
today.  As a teen I enjoyed watching thrillers and aimed to create a right of 
passage film for teens with present day twists.”

“MY GOAL WAS TO
EXPLORE

TEENS FEARS...
AND TO TIE IN THEIR

DEPENDENCY
TO PHONES”



CAST
MATREYA SCARRWENER - Stacy

Matreya grew up surrounded by theater and started acting 
when she was 14. Select credits include her leading role 
in No One Would Tell which earned her a Leo award, 
the title role of Andie in Andie the Great, and working 
opposite Johnny Depp playing Rose in The Professor. 
Matreya has had series regular roles on western drama 
Strange Empire as well on UP TV’s Ties That Bind 
and ABC’s Imaginary Mary. She played Dorothy in 
ABC’s Once Upon A Time. Select recurring and guest 
starring credits include Van Helsing, The Bletchley 
Circle, Stephen Spielberg’s Falling Skies, The Killing, 
Made for You with Love (Leo nomination), and 
Dark Angel.

Matreya’s theatre work includes Halley Armstrong in 
Armstrong’s War which earned her a Jessie nomination, 
C in Morris Panych’s The Waiting Room, and Chloe in 
It’s a Wonderful Christmas-ish Holiday Miracle. 
Matreya could not be more honoured to have been a part 
of Shall We Play? She loves horror movies and feels 
there is something very special about seeing indie 
movies come together.

BLAKE WILLIAMS - Matt

Born in the Pacific Northwest, prospect actor Blake 
Williams is a passionate young man starting to make 
appearances in the film scene. Aside from playing Matt 
in Shall We Play?, some of Blake’s credits include 
Recon starring Alexander Ludwig, and My Wife’s 
Secret Life. Blake is also a mixed martial artist, and 
is extremely proficient with a variety of accents. 
Keep your eye on this rising star.



CAST CON’T

JESSICA MCLEOD  - Jess

Jessica McLeod is a Canadian actress who has been 
working most of her life - recent TV credits include 
a multi-season role on You Me Her (Netflix), and an 
award-winning guest star on Van Helsing (SYFY/Netflix), 
and recent film credits include Boundaries (Automatik), 
and Death Note (Netflix). Upcoming credits include the 
Untitled Sandra Bullock/Nora Fingscheidt project for 
Netflix, and a series regular role in Peacock’s YA flagship 
series One of Us is Lying, both to premiere in 2021. She is 
repped by Jamie Levitt at Lauren Levitt & Associates Inc.

MICHELLE CREBER - Emma

Michelle Creber is an award-winning Canadian actor, 
voice actor, singer, songwriter, and musician based in 
Vancouver, British Columbia. Onscreen credit highlights 
include series regular Kelly in the gritty Western drama 
Strange Empire (CBC/Netflix); guest starring roles on  
Supernatural (CW) and The Haunting Hour (The Hub);  
a lead acting/lead singing role on Smart Cookies 
(Hallmark); supporting roles on Killer Among Us 
(Lifetime), Christmas Lodge (Showcase) and Eureka 
(NBC); and an acting/featured singing role on The Search 
For Santa Paws (Disney). As a voice actor, Michelle is 
known around the world as the speaking/singing voice 
of Apple Bloom and the singing voice for Sweetie Belle 
on My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic. Other notable 
voiceover credits include Lucy in Peanuts (Warner Bros); 
Alice in Martha Speaks (PBS Kids); and Wendy in The 
New Adventures of Peter Pan (Discovery Family).



CREW
ANN FORRY  - Director

Born in Aberdeen Scotland, Ann Forry arrived in Canada 
as a teen and was quickly drawn to the world of film and 
television. 

Following her dreams, she started working in the film 
industry as a talent agent then moved into the world of 
Casting. After many years casting everything from 
music videos to feature films, Ann wanted to get behind 
the scenes of film making and took it upon herself to 
make things happen.

After writing, producing and directing three short films, 
Triple Slip (drama), Coffee Lovers (romantic comedy) 
and The Devil You Don’t Know (thriller) Ann took the 
next logical step; make one of the short films into a 
feature film with Shall We Play?.

Based on a true story, Ann co-wrote, produced and 
directed the teen thriller Shall We Play? starring Matreya 
Scarrwener and Blake Williams. The film was an official 
selection at Super Channel’s BLOOD IN THE SNOW 
FILM FESTIVAL.



EMMA WALKER - Co-Writer/Producer

Emma is from Neath, South Wales, in the United 
Kingdom. Her acting background began on stage, 
participating in theatre shows in both Wales and on the 
Fringe circuit in London. Experimenting with writing, 
producing, as well as performing, she completed her first 
film, Joie de Vivre in Vancouver, which has won several 
awards to date.

After writing her first feature film, Indifferent (now 
known as Amy & Sophia), both the script and film won 
awards in the US, Canada and Wales; the film was also  
certified by BAFTA. Emma continues to write and 
produce projects, including Mexican feature film, 
Island of the Dolls; a psychological thriller based on a 
true story and Canadian teen horror feature, Shall We 
Play? She is developing her next feature film about 
the Slum Ballet as well as publishing a children’s book, 
Noah’s Yacht.
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